PURCHASE ALL YOUR SIMMENTAL BULLS
AT ONE TIME TO SAVE ON TIME AND TRAVEL COSTS
TIGHTEST ENTRY CONDITIONS FOR ANY SIMMENTAL BULL SALE IN QUEENSLAND
AND POSSIBLY AUSTRALIA:
• All bulls entered are 8/8 registered purebred with the Simmental Association of Australia or Fleckvieh
Association of Australia to guarantee buyers of hybrid vigour which is critical for an F1 cross.
• All bulls DNA verified to sire and tested Pesti-Virus Free
• All bulls Vet Checked, Semen Tested, Mouthed and Scanned
• No body clipping or hoof trimming on all Bulls
• Minimum vaccinations. 3 Germ Blooded (Tick Fever), 7-1, 3-day and Botulism
• All studs minimum JBAS 6
• Strict minimum and maximum weight limits apply to prevent the sale becoming a feeding contest
• 34 interstate bulls acclimatised in Central Queensland for 3 months prior to sale
• Bulls previously advertised for sale are ineligible for inclusion in the sale

FIND OUT MORE AT
www.qldsimmentalbullsale.com.au

VISION FOR THE SALE
The preferred place to buy and sell Simmental Bulls in Australia
In 2017 a number of Simmental Breeders saw the
need for one Simmental Bull sale based close to the
Fitzoy Basin in Queensland. The sale provides buyers
the opportunity to purchase all of their Simmental
Bulls at one time saving on both travel costs and
time whilst also providing access to new and varied
genetics.
Foundation vendors also identified that sale
conditions needed to be extremely tight to ensure
that only the highest quality of bulls are offered
and that ongoing participation in the sale needed
to be based on performance (selling average and
clearance rates).

Initially most Simmental Studs in Queensland
were invited to participate in the sale to sell bulls,
promote their existing sales and promote the
Simmental Breed in general. Ultimately for a variety
of reasons the majority of these studs chose not
to participate. In hindsight this proved of benefit to
the sale as it allowed Australia Wide participation
thereby increasing diversity of genetics offered to
the astute bull buyer.

SALE LOCATION - CQLX
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE, GRACEMERE

One modern facility combined with some of Australia’s oldest Simmental Studs
The Queensland Simmental Bull Sale selected the
Central Queensland Livestock Exchange (formerly
known as the Gracemere Saleyards) as the preferred
selling complex for the sale given its closeness
to the Fitzroy Basin and it’s modern facilities. The
complex commenced operations in January 1953
and is situated 8 kms west of Rockhampton on the

Capricorn Highway leading to the Central Highlands
and the Central Western centres of Barcaldine,
Blackall, Longreach and Winton. The facility has the
capacity to sell over 5000 head of cattle each week
at its Wednesday Prime/Store Sale and includes a
café, function room, feedlot and dedicated spelling
yards.

All bulls are available for viewing
from Sunday 1st August at the
selling complex.
Independent or personal viewing of
all lots is also available at request.
To arrange a guided personal
viewing (available from Saturday
evening) contact one of the selling
agents or Stud Stock Marketing
Services on 0416 229 171.

VISIT ROCKHAMPTON
& GRACEMERE
Rockhampton (often referred to as RockVegas as
locals) is well known as “the Beef Capital of Australia”
and this is validated because it was selected as the
location for Beef Australia - a major international
event for the cattle industry. Our fellow cattle
producers at Casino (NSW) continue attempting to
claim the title of the Beef Capital for their town they might be talking but no-ones listening and on
top of that everyone knows a “Casino” is smaller
than “Vegas”.
The location of the sale at Gracemere (a leisurely
twenty-minute drive from Rockhampton) is perfectly
situated for interstate travellers as Rockhampton
also includes a significant airport with routes easily
accessible throughout Australia.

A visit to Rockhampton to attend the sale is also a
great opportunity for the family with beaches 45
minutes away at Yeppoon or Emu Park. A variety of
other tourist destinations are also in close proximity
including Great Keppel Island and the historical
town and mine at Mount Morgan.
Rockhampton is also home to the Stockland Shopping
Center which has a variety of retail outlets offering
products not available within remote Queensland.
Numerous accommodation offerings exist both at
Gracemere and Rockhampton suitable for most
budgets.

SIMMENTAL BULLS FOR SALE

FROM QUEENSLAND & AROUND AUSTRALIA
The sale includes bulls born and raised right here
in Queensland but also includes animals from high
performing studs from other states. Knowing that
commercial beef producers often travel Australia
Wide to source new and different Simmental
genetics (outside of those readily available in
Queensland) the Queensland Simmental Bull Sale
has brought those bulls right here to save time
and travel costs. These vendors include some very
well-known Simmental breeders including three of
the longest established and one of the most highly
regarded Simmental breeders in Australia. The sale
also includes a number of significant commercial
beef producers who have vertically integrated their
operations to include their own Simmental Studs.

Over seventy percent of the studs involved in the
sale were selected to participate on the basis that
they have demonstrated performance by meeting or
exceeding the industry sale averages and clearances
rate for their bulls over a number of years. Twenty
percent of stud vendors were selected as they
run a significant scale beef production enterprise
and have launched their own cattle stud and truly
understand commercial beef production. The last
ten percent have been selected to support new
breeders in accessing an appropriate market and
to keep the stud breeding sector competitive and
continually improving.

BULL PREPARATION
& ACCLIMATISATION
A large number of the bulls presented in the sale
are from vendors based in Queensland and this can
be referenced in the participating studs section.
These studs include multiple Queensland vendors
(some located in heavy tick country) and a number
of interstate vendors who have completed the last
stages of bull preparation in Queensland.
Strict instructions on feeding programs and desired
weight have been provided to all vendors to ensure
bulls are not over prepared and are ready to work.

Given the timing of the sale many bulls will be
spelled prior to a controlled joining later in the
season whilst others simply go straight to work. The
timing and conditions of the sale have been selected
to suit Queensland Commercial Cattle producers
many of which have been buying Simmental Bulls
from southern states for years.

SALE TERMS
& CONDITIONS
Online bidding and viewing of lots will be available via Stock Live: www.stocklive.com.au
The Auction will be conducted under the Australian Livestock & Property Agents Association (ALPA) Livestock
Auction Terms and Conditions Of Sale. These terms and conditions are displayed in the main front office of the
CQLX selling complex. Compliance with sale terms and conditions is the responsibility of individual vendors.
To view these Terms and Conditions go to: http://www.alpa.net.au/UserFiles/File/Documents/ALPA%20
Livestock%20Terms%20and%20Conditions%20FEB%202017.pdf
Insurance Representatives will be in attendance on sale day and we recommend that buyers intending to insure
their purchases do so from the fall of the hammer.
Nutrien Insurance is the preferred insurer for the sale and will be on site to arrange insurance for Bulls.
GUARANTEE: All bulls come with a six month structure and fertility guarantee. In the case (supported by a
Veterinarian Report) that a bull is found to be incapable of natural service or infertile, the selling stud vendor will
replace the bull or provide a credit (less disposal proceeds) to the buyer for future purchases from the stud vendor.
This condition is provided on the basis that the problem was not caused by injury or disease incurred post fall
of the hammer at auction. The sale as a separate entity assumes no responsibility for individual bulls or vendors.
CATALOGUE DISCLAIMER: All reasonable care has been taken by the vendors to ensure the information provided
in the catalogue is correct. However the vendor and selling agents do not give any warranty as to errors or
omissions. Prospective purchasers should satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the accuracy of the
information provided.

BIDDING
INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1.
STEP 2.
STEP 3.
STEP 4.
STEP 5.

Go to: www.stocklive.com.au
Find the sale you wish to bid on
Click the blue BID button
Fill in the online form
You will receive an email from Stocklive once registration is approved

For more information go to www.stocklive.com.au/learn to watch the video on how
to use the Stocklive platform.

VENDOR PROFILE: Nangur

After more than 40 years breeding in Goomeri, Queensland, Nangur Simmentals
pride themselves on quiet, fast growing and fertile cattle suitable for the commercial
cattle producer.

Don and Gail Louis
0429 192 610
dgandgdlouis@bigpond.com
5781 Burnett Highway
GOOMERI, QLD 4601

When you are on a good thing stick to it and Nangurs breeding objectives since
1985 remain the same today “to produce fast growing fertile and gentle bulls along
with females known for their high pregnancy rate and calving ease”. After 35 years
Nangur females have a high fertility rate. The Stud Principal is also very particular
about such important features as correct eye pigment, structural correctness and
sound feet.

LOT 1

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quantity
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ953
13/04/2019
Trinity Vale Hewitt (P)
Nangur M328

COMMENTS
A bull that ticks many of the boxes for us and will put some growth
and weight into your herd

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 2

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quietness
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ952
12/04/2019
Trinity Vale Hewitt (P)
Nangur M341

COMMENTS
Well muscled sire with consistent growth from birth

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 3

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quality
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ954
15/04/2019
Trinity Vale Hewitt (P)
Nangur M338

COMMENTS
Slick coat type, great temperament

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 4

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quaintess (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ969
5/07/2019
Trinity Vale Kruze (P)
Nangur L315

COMMENTS
Look at the length and long flat back on this bull, he’ll be sure to
leave an impression on Bos Indicus X calves

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 5

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quest (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ977
17/07/2019
Trinity Vale Kruze (P)
Nangur H268

COMMENTS
Deep bull, great coat, ready to go to work

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 6

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quarry (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ975
10/07/2019
Trinity Vale Kruze (P)
Nangur J281

COMMENTS
Solid, muscular, traditional Simmental Bull

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 7

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quinton
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ967
1/07/2019
Trinity Vale Kruze (P)
Nangur J102

COMMENTS
This type of bull has sold really well for us in the past, dam throws
consistency in calves

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 8

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Q Ball (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ968
4/07/2019
Trinity Vale Kruze (P)
Nangur G242

COMMENTS
Well rounded bull with plenty of bone

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 9

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quirky
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ956
21/05/2019
Trinity Vale Kruze (P)
Nangur M334

COMMENTS
A later maturing bull probably most suitable for the Jap Ox or
Bullock Markets

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 10

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quilt (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ974
10/07/2019
Trinity Vale Kruze (P)
Nangur H264

COMMENTS
Barrelled type carcass with plenty of mass around the prime cuts
of beef. Plenty of white so will run cooler during summer and easier
to find in all the tall grass we’re hoping for this season.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 11

VENDOR: Nangur

Nangur Quarter Back
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LODPQ955
28/06/2019
Trinity Vale Hewitt (P)
Nangur J274

COMMENTS
Again a later maturing type bull but structure shows where future
growth will be. Coat type shows he gets hairy in cooler climates

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Yerwal Estate
Yerwal Estate Simmental stud is a 600ha grazing property situated 45kms south
west of Naracoorte in South Australia in 1963.

Regan Burrow
0419 817 669
regan@yerwalestate.com
Lawreys Road
NARACOORTE SA 5271

By the mid 80s Yerwal Estate was running 250 to 300 pure bred Simmental females
and participating in an annual bull sale at Millicent. Yerwal saw great success in
this sale, topping the average 4 out of 5 years. For a number of years Yerwal
Estate has been selling bulls to many different parts of the country including the
south-east of South Australia, Victoria, Central and Northern New South Wales,
Northern South Australia, Northern Territory, Central Queensland and far Western
Queensland. The stud has also sold embryos to central Queensland and has a
good understanding of both the genetic and nutritional preparation requirements
for cattle going into these climates.
Yerwal Estate aims to produce bulls that are sound, moderate framed, easy
fleshing, athletic, soft and well pigmented. Yerwal Estate bulls are good footed,
sound structured animals that will stand up on any soil type barring injury.

LOT 12

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Queenslander
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ005
15/02/2019
Glen Anthony Y-Arta AY02 (P) (ET)
Mt Mooney Lacey Princess (PP) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q005 is an outstanding example of a Simmental bull. He has huge
capacity, volume and overall muscle. He is easy doing, docile and
polled. He has real stud sire potential.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 13

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quokka
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ917
13/06/2019
Tennysonvale Merrick (PP)
Yerwal Est Bambi J113 (H)

COMMENTS
Q917 is a big deep, free moving sire with great bone and muscle.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 14

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quincy
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ100
7/06/2019
Tennysonvale Merrick (PP)
Yerwal Est Fantasia (P)

COMMENTS
Q100 is dark red long and stylish sire. He has fantastic muscle
expression and an awesome temperament.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 15

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quarter Back
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ309
20/02/2019
Woonallee Los Angeles (P) (ET) (AI)
Yerwal Est Miss Cassie (PP) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q309 is sired by the famous Woonallee Los Angeles which has
blended very well with Yerwal Estate Miss Cassie. He is moderate
super thick and very sound.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 16

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Qualifier

No Photo Available

ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ006
16/02/2019
Glen Anthony Y-Arta AY02 (P) (ET)
Mt Mooney Lacey Princess (PP) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
This is a homo polled full brother to our lead bull Q005. His full
brother was purchased from our on-farm sale by Tennysonvale
Simmentals.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 17

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quiggly
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ030
31/03/2019
Tennysonvale Lane (P)
Yerwal Est Future Princess H68 (H) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q030 is a dark red, goggle eyed, polled bull with extreme length.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 18

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quirky
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ070
2/05/2019
Tennysonvale Merrick (PP)
Yerwal Est Miss Maddie (PP) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q070 is a homo polled Merrick son with great bone and muscle.
He has an excellent temperament and great feet and legs.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 19

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quilpy
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ041
26/05/2019
Tennysonvale Merrick (PP)
Yerwal Est Baby Doll G46 (H)

COMMENTS
Q041 is a polled Merrick son with plenty of bone and muscle.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 20

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quake Maker
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ931
17/04/2019
Barana Lazareth (P)
Yerwal Est F136 (P)

COMMENTS
Q931 is a thick made Lazereth son. He is dark red polled with full
pigment. He had a rough start when his mother died when he was
three months. This cost him a bit of frame but shows he knows
how to survive.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 21

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quiet Achiever
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ153
5/10/2019
Yerwal Est Night Force (PP)
Yerwal Est Miss Cassie (PP) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q153 is one of my favourites. He is an easy doing young sire with
fantastic muscle and style. He should add plenty of shape and
carcass to his calves.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 22

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quota
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ205
28/11/2019
Woonallee Los Angeles (P) (ET) (AI)
Yerwal Est Miss Maddie (PP) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q205 is a homo polled Los Angeles son with a super slick coat.
He has excellent feet and legs. He was a standout at weaning
but had a setback shortly after which cost him some weight. He
comes highly recommended.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 23

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quick Fix
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ255
1/11/2019
Jnr Gravity (P)
Yerwal Est Miss Maddie (PP) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q255 is out of the same dam as the previous lot and has huge
capacity and bulk. He is sure to add plenty of weight and shape
to his progeny.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 24

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quarter Mile
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ151
1/10/2019
Barana Lazareth (P)
Yerwal Est Klinique (H) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Q151 is a soft, dark red goggle eyed young bull with plenty of
growth and bone.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 25

VENDOR: Yerwal Estate

Yerwal Estate Quin
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

AMOPQ163
24/11/2019
Yerwal Est Lotto
Yerwal Est Katarina L070 (P) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Q163 is an easy doing, smooth made black simmental with muscle
and style. His dam is a super productive cow with a bit of extra
frame.

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDR PROFILE: Mount Mooney

Mt Mooney Simmentals was established in 2008 after trialling many different
British & European cattle breeds in their own commercial beef operation. Ultimately
Quentin and Renee landed with the Simmental breed as it possessed not only the
desired attributes for their commercial beef operation but also aligned with the
desire to enter the stud breeding market.

Quentin and Renee Mooney
0438 011 800
renee@mtmooney.com.au
Tintinara, SA, 5266

In addition to its stud stock enterprise Mt Mooney currently runs 200 commercial
beef cross cows producing progeny for the milk vealer trade on two properties
in the upper south east of South Australia (Tintinara). This commercial focus has
enabled Mount Mooney to produce Simmental bulls that achieve exceptional
carcass results.

LOT 26

VENDOR: Mount Mooney

MT Mooney Quicksand (P) (ET)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZOMPQ026
12/07/2019
FGAF Guerrero 810Y
Mt Mooney Lacey Princess (PP)

COMMENTS
Quicksand has some serious breeding potential. Polled, heavy
boned, powerful with a great temperament. A full ET brother and a
ET maternal half brother were sale toppers this year to well known
studs, with two ET maternal half brothers offered in this sale.
Predictable bloodlines on offer.
BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: The Wilgas

The Wilgas comprises the best animals retained from what was formally known as
the Lavarta Simmental Stud along with selected genetics bred and/or purchased by
Joel Trim and Courtney Newlands. Their herd consists of predominantly Traditional
Simmentals and includes many influential and desirable genetics well known within
the Simmental Breeding Industry.

Courtney and Joel
0476 639 925
thewilgassimmentals@outlook.com
160 Lees Rd, Duri NSW 2344

The Wilgas believes that the Traditional Simmental has a bright future as the
preferred cross of choice over high grade Bos Indicus cattle and the Wilgas are
dedicated to breeding for the all important Queensland market. The Wilgas has
also established an impressive battery of AI Sires which will become a focus in
the coming years and Joel and Courtney look forward to presenting bulls with
some exciting new genetics suitable for the Queensland commercial or stud cattle
producers in the years to come.

LOT 27

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quantum Power (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ004
25/04/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Lavarta Macey (P)

COMMENTS
Quantum Power is a homozygous polled bull out of a first calving
heifer. He is a big growthy bull with tremendous length, depth
and softness. Quantum Power has been a stand out since weaning
with his explosive growth, good muscling and a sound structure.
He is a bull to suit any application.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 28

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quickdraw (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ005
26/05/2019
Willandra Marmaduke (P)
Woonallee Regal N107 (P)

COMMENTS
Quickdraw is a soft, easy doing bull with excellent depth and
capacity. Sired by Willandra Marmaduke and out of Woonallee
Regal N107 who is sired by Glen Anthony Y-Arta, he is certainly
packed full of genetic strength. Quickdraw is a polled, structurally
correct bull with plenty to offer.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 29

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quade (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ015
8/08/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Aussie Park Jade (P)

COMMENTS
Quade is a true power bull with extra length and performance, the
Matrix progeny are certainly a true type. Quade is a striking young
homozygous polled sire with tremendous depth and softness
while still displaying plenty of muscling. Quade would be a true fit
to any operation.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 30

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quinton Tarantino (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ010
3/07/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Lavarta Lara (P)

COMMENTS
Quinton is an extremely sound Matrix son that has impressed
us from the start. He is extremely docile with ample power and
softness. He is polled, dark red and well marked with plenty of
muscle and substance. Quinton is sure to put plenty of carcase
into any herd.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 31

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quids (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ016
2/09/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Aussie Park Jan (P)

COMMENTS
Quids is a nicely balanced, blonde homozygous polled bull with
plenty of softness and style. He is an easy doing, free moving bull
carrying ample muscle, depth and capacity. Quids has true sire
appeal and will add value to any operations.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 32

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quiet Riot (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ032
20/11/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Springside Hollyanda (P)

COMMENTS
Quiet Riot is another blonde polled bull with plenty of growing
left to do at only 21 months of age. This young bull has a blend of
thickness, muscle, depth and capacity while still retaining softness.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 33

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quite Heavenly (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ034
27/11/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Lavarta Just Like Heaven (P)

COMMENTS
Quite Heavenly although scurred is a well balanced, growthy bull
for one of youngest in our draft. He has impressed us with growth,
weight gain and doing ability since birth.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 34

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quali-tee (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ022
22/09/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Lavarta Novalee (P)

COMMENTS
Quali-tee is a stylish Matrix son with tremendous length and power.
Once again out of first calving heifer, he is a free moving bull with
a sound structure. Quali-tee is a classy homozygous polled young
sire with exceptional thickness and sire appeal.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 35

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quarantine (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ014
24/07/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Sprinside Loren

COMMENTS
Quarantine is a moderate framed, polled bull that has plenty
too offer. He has a great temperament with a generous amount
of muscling and substance. Early maturing bull that would prove
beneficially in a weaner operation putting red meat on good bone.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 36

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Quiley (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ027
7/10/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Lavarta Miley (P)

COMMENTS
Quiley is a striking polled true to type Matrix son with tremendous
growth. He is extremely long bodied with depth, thickness and
style. Quiley has a great temperament and is a structurally correct
bull with plenty to offer.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 37

VENDOR: The Wilgas

The Wilgas Que Sera (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JCTPQ036
14/12/2019
Lavarta Matrix (PP)
Lavarta Lilah (P)

COMMENTS
Que Sera is the youngest bull in our draft and certainly not to be
overlooked. He is a homozygous polled, deep bodied, free moving
and structurally correct calf that has continuously impressed
us since birth. Que Sera is a stylish young bull that would be a
valuable addition to any cattle operation.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 38

VENDOR: The Wilgas

Highrise Quincy (P) (R)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

HRLPQ003
15/09/2019
Savannah Navigator (PP) (R)
Highrise Nikki (PP) (B)

COMMENTS
Quincy is the first red simmental offered by The Wilgas, he was
purchased at weaning and has impressed us with his growth and
performance since. Quincy offers plenty of bone and exceptional
muscling over a structurally correct frame. He is bound to add
frame and substance to his progeny.
BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Grangeburn Simmentals
Registering the prefix in 2013, Brodhi Carracher set home base for Grangeburn
Simmental in Victoria’s south-west at Wannon where extremes in season occur from
scorching dry summers to waterlogged green winters. These conditions test the cattle
year-round as they need to perform in the good times and the poor times.
Based on almost 700ha of grazing country, Grangeburn is currently running a commercial
cow/calf operation alongside the seedstock operation of 120 registered Simmental and
SimAngus females. On top of this the sheep enterprise produces prime lambs. No stone
has been left unturned in the quest for genetics to breed the ‘right type’ for clients in
both the northern or southern hemispheres. If it fits it is incorporated into the herd.
Grangeburn are in the industry to produce top end bulls for the astute cattlemen with
value for money. Breeding traits are focused on mobility, durability, easy fleshing, slick
skinned and well pigmented cattle with maternal calving ease.

Brodhi Carracher
0418 723 996
brodhicarracher@hotmail.com
Glenelg Highway
Wannon VIC 3301

To allow the cream to rise to the top with the above traits in mind Grangeburn prefers
bulls to be run as one contemporary group from birth through to sale with minimal
grain in their diet. The cheapest feed to produce per kilogram of dry matter is grass,
so that’s what Grangeburn cattle get until the scorching summer heat when they are
given access to silage and low grain content pellets.

LOT 39

VENDOR: Grangeburn

Grangeburn Quidditch (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZEUPQ050
13/04/2019
Grangeburn Masters Pride (PP)
Juraley H128

COMMENTS
Quidditch is an early maturing, soft skinned bull with a ton of
muscle packed into his moderate frame. Derived from a very strong
cow family which has produced a number of great progeny from
this cross. Look for this bull to sire offspring who reach target
weights quickly!
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 40

VENDOR: Grangeburn

Grangeburn Quickdraw (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZEUPQ039
1/04/2019
Woonallee Muscleman (P)
Six Creeks Ebony (P)

COMMENTS
Quickdraw is a prospect for many enterprises, for this reason
Grangeburn retained 100 straws for in herd use. Great length and
a perfect structure. Homozygous polled, he’ll dehorn your calves
without bringing them to the yards. Out of a 12 year old dam,
longevity is in his blood.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 41

VENDOR: Grangeburn

Grangeburn Quiksilver (P) (AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZEUPQ004
8/03/2019
Double Bar D Spitfire (P)
Glental Polly L2 (P)

COMMENTS
Quiksilver is a bull that will add volume and softness to your cattle,
very mobile and from a strong cow line that breeds many good
bulls Australia over. Another early maturing sire that will get those
calves firing early.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 42

VENDOR: Grangeburn

Grangeburn Quizmaster (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZEUPQ052
23/04/2019
Grangeburn Masters Pride (PP)
Woonallee Fiorenza G239 (P)

COMMENTS
Length and strength describe Quizmaster. Added frame to this
soft skinned sire, another great son of Masters Pride who’s son
Quantom of Solace (P) sold to Lucrana Simmentals early in 2021.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 43

VENDOR: Grangeburn

Grangeburn Que Sera
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZEUPQ075
18/08/2019
Woonallee Muscleman (P)
Juraley Ellen (P)

COMMENTS
Note the change in age to this well framed younger sire, his dam
was a donor for us and was still in the herd in 2020 at 11 years old
until an untimely death - structurally Que Sera will hold up and is
extremely mobile.

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Summa Simmentals

Jack and Tara Dumma (‘Emoh Ruo’, Middlemount) own and operate a mixed farming
operation in Central Queensland which includes breeding, backgrounding and
fattening the progeny of a 2,000 head commercial Brahman based female herd.

Jack and Tara
0400 718 481
dumma10@bigpond.com
“Emoh Ruo” May Downs - Carfax
Road Middlemount QLD 4746

After many crossbreeding trials to improve the profitability of their beef operation
the switch was made to using Simmental Bulls. Since that time, it has been the
crossbreed of choice in their operation over Brahman females. It was also the
start of a love and appreciation of the Simmental Breed and led to starting Summa
Simmentals.

LOT 44

VENDOR: Summa

Summa Quaint Q26 (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JTDPQ026
25/04/2019
Wormbete Leonardo L108 (Pp)
Wormbete Hermoine N42 (Pp)

COMMENTS
Homozygous Polled. Quaint is out of a first calf heifer that did an
outstanding job rearing him during a severely dry season. He has
strong pigmentation, dark hooves and a long body.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 45

VENDOR: Summa

Summa Quinby Q33 (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JTDPQ033
20/10/2019
Blue Dog Mansfield (Pp)
Blue Dog Peta 311 (P)

COMMENTS
Homozygous Polled. Quinby is the first bull to be offered by
resident sire Blue Dog Mansfield, and is out of a first calf heifer. He
offers plenty of softness and fertility, with a great temperament.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 46

VENDOR: Summa

Summa Quantum Q34 (H)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JTDPQ034
24/10/2019
Blue Dog Mansfield (Pp)
Billa Park Glimmer L82 (P) (R)

COMMENTS
Quantum is deep sided, long bodied with a solid frame, whilst
maintaining softness. He is early maturing, and out of a very
productive cow.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 47

VENDOR: Summa

Summa Quarterback Q40 (H)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JTDPQ040
19/11/2019
Blue Dog Mansfield (Pp)
Billa Park Glamour G23

COMMENTS
A dark blonde bull offering the complete package. Quarterback is
the youngest of the Summa draft. He demonstrates great muscle
development, spring of rib, softness, has a strong head, and is long
and deep through the body.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 48

VENDOR: Summa

Summa Quilpie Q27 (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JTDPQ027
10/05/2019
Blue Dog Longreach (P)
Wormbete Fena M123 (Pp)

COMMENTS
Quilpie has thrown true to his sire Blue Dog Longreach, whom has
been used extensively in our stud and commercial programs. Like
his sire, Quilpie has a super sleek coat, is extremely mobile, and
with his added length has consistently shown good weight for
age.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 49

VENDOR: Summa

Summa Quest Q25 (H)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JTDPQ025
18/04/2019
Wormbete Leonardo L108 (Pp)
Wormbete Kiki N9 (Pp)

COMMENTS
Quest is out of a Glen Anthony Y-Arta heifer. He is soft skinned,
deep through the barrel and developed well as a yearling after
being weaned early in a dry season.

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Daraabah Fleckvieh Simmentals
We are a family operation running a 120 stud breeder herd on properties at Dubbo
and Merrygoen in Central West New South Wales. We first began using Simmental
cattle in the 1980’s when we purchased bulls to put over our commercial cows. We
were so impressed with the F1 progeny who were weaned and sold straight off
their mothers at 8 -9 months of age. They always topped the market because they
had reached on average 400kg, were soft, well-muscled and docile and clearly
met the market specifications. The heifers weren’t disadvantaged price wise either
because they were always keenly sought after for F1 mothers due to their excellent
maternal ability.

Bruce and Melinda McColl
0429 750 590
bruce@daraabah.com.au
7R Jones Creek Road
Dubbo NSW 2830

With the market for our bulls being predominantly Central Queensland and North
West NSW we believe the bulls we are producing are very suited to these conditions
and markets. With conditions frequently tending on the dry side we have selected
for medium framed animals rather than the bigger rangier types. We like to see
our bulls well- muscled but they must also have the softness to be able to finish
within the market specifications. With the increasing demand for Simmental 1st
cross females another important factor for us are the maternal traits of the breed.
We select for high milk, high fertility and sound udders.

LOT 50

VENDOR: Daraabah

Daraabah Quade
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

DBHPQ959
26/05/2019
Barana Madrid
Tennysonvale Elite

COMMENTS
A well balanced, smooth coated, soft bull with excellent length
and muscle. He is structurally sound and has good temperament.
His dam has been a proven sire producer

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 51

VENDOR: Daraabah

Daraabah Quazi (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

DBHPQ967
5/09/2019
LXR HP Rocket
Newlands Gezami M016

COMMENTS
A polled (Scurred) cherry red, well pigmented LXR HP Rocket son.
He is well balanced, moderate framed is packed full of muscle and
covered by a SSS coat. Add to this his good temperament and you
have a very worthy sire.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 52

VENDOR: Daraabah

Daraabah Quambone (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

DBHPQ961
14/06/2019
Brenair Park Lemair
Daraabah Holly

COMMENTS
Polled, long bodied cherry red bull with a smooth sleek coat. Well
refined throughout and of good temperament.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 53

VENDOR: Daraabah

Daraabah Quintessential (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

DBHPQ977
12/10/2019
LXR HP Rocket
Daraabah Misty

COMMENTS
Homozygous Poll. Another well pigmented LXR HP Rocket son with
a SSS coat. Well balanced moderate framed and full of muscle.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 54

VENDOR: Daraabah

Daraabah Quicksilver (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

DBHPQ972
14/09/2019
LXR HP Rocket
Daraabah Nianna

COMMENTS
Another polled son of LXR HP Rocket. He has extra length and
frame with soft skin and hair. Excellent temperament.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 55

VENDOR: Daraabah

Daraabah Quokka (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

DBHPQ969
12/09/2019
Barana Madrid
Daraabah Henna

COMMENTS
A growthy, larger framed bull with plenty of length and neck
extension. Comes from a strong female line. His dam was a
supreme Fleckvieh exhibit at Canberra Royal show as a 7 yo.

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Lone Station Simmental Stud

SIMMENTAL STUD
Steven Manwill
0416 229 171
smanwill@pharosinvestments.com.au
1154 Kipper Creek Road
Biarra, QLD 4313

Lone Station Simmentals quickly established themselves as providing highly
desired, commercially focused Simmentals Bulls for selective joining with high bos
indicus content cattle for the Queensland Commercial Cattle Producer after only
ten years.
Lone Station Simmental Bulls are known for a clean coat type, consistency in growth,
structural correctness, sound feet and being bred in heavy tick coastal country.
Lone Station Simmental females have been carefully selected for calving ease,
fertility, growth rate of progeny, clean coat type and eye colouring/pigmentation
Lone Station Simmental Bulls are working today in commercial herds all across
Queensland at locations including Banana, Marlborough, Moura, Sarina, Nebo,
Theodore, Charters Towers, Clermont, Alpha and more.
Lone Station Simmental Stud has sold stud sires and females to numerous
Queensland based Simmental Stud operations (including two of the oldest
established). Lone Station Bulls are also often sort after for commercial cattle
operations in heavy tick and lantana country.
2020 saw Lone Station Simmentals unable to supply enough bulls to meet demand
from existing and new clients.

LOT 56

VENDOR: Lone Station

Lone Station Quattro (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LSNPQ106
28/03/2019
Clay Gully Jayco (P)
Lone Station Lily

COMMENTS
Quattro has already done one seasons work (4 months) as a young
bull over stud breeding females. Performance data shows even and
consistent growth over a long and light preparation . Quattro has
been easy to manage, has handled a high tick load and tough
drought conditions well.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 57

VENDOR: Lone Station

Lone Station Quick Draw (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LSNPQ114
17/12/2019
Clay Gully Jayco (P)
Lone Station Karissa (P)

COMMENTS
A calf that despite being polled has managed to retain plenty of
bone which we believe is important (particularly as his Grandfather
was homozygous poll). In viewing where the muscle and fat sits on
this bull we believe he is the correct type for both the good and
bad seasons.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 58

VENDOR: Lone Station

Lone Station Quilpie (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LSNPQ115
19/12/2019
Clay Gully Jayco (P)
Lone Station Kathryn (P)

COMMENTS
Viewing this bull at 19 months suggests his potential to find the
right balance between length and depth. This bull is a likely option
to produce both heavy terminal progeny or to retain future core
breeding herd females or both.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 59

VENDOR: Lone Station

Lone Station Quiet Achiever
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

LSNPQ110
29/09/2019
Clay Gully Jayco (P)
Lucrana Lacey

COMMENTS
Dam is a led heifer purchased from Lucrana and has shown herself
to be a consistent early calver every year. Full brother was sold
to a well established/well known/long term buyer of Simmental
based in Moura who is extremely happy with the results in their
Bos Indicus X commercial herd.
BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Tullayr Simmentals

George Wragge
0410 014 754
tullayr@gmail.com
PO Box 281, Scone NSW 2337

Tullayr Simmentals is a family run Simmental Stud located just North of Scone in the
Upper Hunter of NSW. As a family operation, George, his wife Georgia and parents Liz
and Mike all contribute to the stud’s success. Tullayr prides themselves on having honest
cattle with outstanding temperaments suitable for a wide range of cattle markets.
Tullayr Simmentals consistently places bulls into local herds through paddock sales,
whilst also selling successfully through multi-vendor bull sales into the Northern Rivers
of NSW and Central Queensland cattle markets for close to a decade. Our inclusion in
the Queensland Simmental bull sale further cements our commitment to the Queensland
cattle market.
A commitment to sourcing leading genetics has led Tullayr to invest heavily in the cow
herd through ET and AI programs and this has accelerated endeavours to deliver a
product we are proud to stand behind. Our clients breeding objectives is at the forefront
in our minds meaning an animal needs the ability to get about on a structurally sound
set of feet and legs, be sleek coated and well pigmented, largely polled, moderately
framed all with a quiet temperament. All calves are weighed at birth and along with
continued objective measurements and strict physical selection. Buyers can be assured
that Tullayr are presenting an animal that has had the guess work taken out if it.

LOT 60

VENDOR: Tullayr

Tullayr Quadie (P) (ET) (AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZGWPQ282
24/07/2019
Wheatland Kill Switch (P) (R)
Savannah Zoe M04 (PP) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Quadie epitiomises what we are striving to breed in our red
program. A soft easy doing bull, full of red meat with plenty of
carcass appeal. This bulls pedigree is full of some of the most
consistant and sought after red genetics, and is sure to influence
his purchasers breeding program.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 61

VENDOR: Tullayr

Tullayr Quatertime (P) (ET) (AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZGWPQ301
30/07/2019
Wheatland Kill Switch (P) (R)
Savannah Zoe M04 (PP) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Quatertime is a full sibling to the previous lot and exhibits many of
the same traits as his brother, potentially expressing a little more
yield in the hindquater. His temperament is a feature, with a great
sleek coat and skin type.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 62

VENDOR: Tullayr

Tullayr Quickstep (P) (ET) (AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZGWPQ174
29/07/2019
TNT Top Gun R244 (PP) (R)
Savannah Zoe M012 (P) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Quickstep is a son typical of the Top Gun progeny, exhibiting
strength of spine with a little extra stretch along the top line. A
very mobile bull with an eye catching presence. A different package
to the two previous lots with a little more frame.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 63

VENDOR: Tullayr

Tullayr Quicksilver (P) (ET) (AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZGWPQ151
25/07/2019
TNT Top Gun R244 (PP) (R)
Savannah Zoe M012 (P) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Quicksilver is again Phenotypically very similar to his brother. His
EBV’s would suggest that his growth is consistent and places him
in the top 25% percentile for growth. Progeny would be well suited
to the feeder steer market.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 64

VENDOR: Tullayr

Tullayr Quality (S)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZGWPQ021
24/11/2019
Savannah Jon Bon Jovi (P) (ET) (AI)
Delelvin Last Edition (H)

COMMENTS
Quality is a young bull who has always commanded our attention.
A bull that has a bit of extra stretch and strength of spine. His
sire is still active in our herd today as a 9 year old bull. Very sound
structure and good coat type, ready to work the Qld environment.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 65

VENDOR: Tullayr

Tullayr Qatar
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

ZGWPQ020
14/11/2019
Savannah Jon Bon Jovi (P) (ET) (AI)
Delelvin Band of Gold (H)

COMMENTS
Qatar is again a young bull that is a later maturing type. His Dam
has been a very consistant breeder, with many brothers having sold
into the Qld and northern rivers of NSW. Qater is well pigmented
and has a wonderful blonde coat type.

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Jarravale Simmentals
Run by fifth generation cattle producers, Jarravale Simmentals aspire to produce
excellent quality Simmental genetics that will produce more beef for farming operations
to enhance their profitability. Jarravale Simmentals is located near Kyogle on the Far
North Coast of NSW with a breeding herd of over 100 registered females. During the
past decade Jarravale Simmentals has seen increasing demand for quality bulls from
both their local market and the wider Simmental community.

Alan Jarrett
0427 331 204
jarravalepastoral@bigpond.com
45 Greenpigeon Road,
Horseshoe Creek, Kyogle, NSW 2474

The Jarravale breeding program is focused on consistent, high-performing female lines
that are fertile, structurally correct and wean heavy calves. Jarravale believes that
the cow herd is the driver of performance in the beef industry. We select for industry
relevant traits including: calving ease, carcass weight, fat coverage and performance
on grass and grain. To achieve our goals we have and continue to heavily use embryo
transfer and artificial insemination. To continue to improve our cow herd we source
the best sires we can find globally that are backed by strong female lines and display
the traits that our commercial clients require to put more money in their back pocket.
Our commitment to sourcing leading global genetics is demonstrated by travelling
to visit leading Simmental cattle studs in North America and selecting embryos and
semen from the lines that we believe will suit our Australian conditions.

LOT 66

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Q26 (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ026
8/03/2019
PHS Bankroll
Tugulawa Georgette (P)

COMMENTS
Homo polled, moderate framed bull with a great temperament.
With a great muscle pattern and loads of thickness he will add
carcass to his progeny.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 67

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Q038 (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ038
26/03/2019
Jarravale Lancelot
Jarravale Kiki (H) (ET) (AI)

COMMENTS
Thickset bull with great muscle definition, easy doing and polled .
Has outstanding feet and legs to cover lots of territory. From the
Woonallee Pollywaffle cow family he has the pedigree to breed
females that will perform and breed on. Stud sire potential. In the
QCL Stud Sire Shootout.
BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 68

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Quebec (H)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ045
4/07/2019
Jarravale Matteo
Jarravale Krystal (H)(ET)(AI)

COMMENTS
An exceptional bull from our top cow family that breeds consistent
quality animals. One that won’t disappoint. His dam has been
flushed numerous times with sons going into a number of high
performing commercial herds.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 69

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Q54 (PP)(AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ054
20/6/2019
FGAR Guerrero 810Y (P)
Jarravale Patty N032 (PP)(ET)(AI)

COMMENTS
Homo polled, by a calving ease sire from an imported cow family.
Outcross bloodlines that will add pigment to his progeny.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 70

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Quicksilver (P) (AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ074
24/07/2019
Glen Anthony Y-Arta AY02 (P)(ET)
Jarravale Liza (S)

COMMENTS
By the great Y-Arta. A long, soft, polled bull with a great
temperament and good feet and legs. Typical of what Y-Arta
breeds.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 71

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Q76 (P)(AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ076
24/07/2019
Glen Anthony Y-Arta AY02 (P)(ET)
Jarravale Lavender (P)(AI)

COMMENTS
A bull very similar to the previous lot. Lots of growth and butt
shape on this bull and again by Y-Arta.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 72

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Q81 (P)(AI)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ081
29/07/2019
Glen Anthony Y-Arta AY02 (P)(ET)
Jarravale Lilly(H)

COMMENTS
Another Y-Arta with his typical attributes but in a more moderate
frame. Same cow family as Lot 66.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 73

VENDOR: Jarravale

Jarravale Q99 (H)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

JRVPQ099
2/09/2019
Jarravale Notabull(P)(ET)(AI)
Jarravale Heidi (H)(AI)

COMMENTS
A long soft bull that will breed particularly well with Bos Indicus
cattle. His sire has bred consistent lines of calves with great
growth and softness.

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Springside Simmentals

Since the birth of our first Simmental calf in 1975 we have seen the Simmental
breed slowly gain popularity within Australia and Springside has continually
evolved and adapted over this long period. The Simmental has proven itself again
and again and has shown that both bulls and females can produce quality, weighty
offspring that ultimately result in better returns for the commercial breeder.

Peter and Toni
0427 800 522
springside@skymesh.com.au
357 Irongate Rd
Springside QLD 4356

Springside Simmentals is owned by Peter and Toni Rauchle at “Springside” near
Pittsworth QLD. Springside currently run around 150 breeders from which they
have sold bulls and females throughout the Eastern States of Australia for many
years
Today’s Springside Simmentals and their crosses produce earlier finishing calves,
have great weight-for-age, muscling and carcase yield attributes and have all the
benefits synonymous with the Simmental Breed.
Springside is one of Queensland and Australia’s oldest Simmental Stud Breeding
Operations.

LOT 74

VENDOR: Springside

Springside Quarron (PP)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

PTRPQ158
4/08/2019
Springside Dragin (P)
Springside Conchita

COMMENTS
The last of our naturally conceived Dragin calves combined with a
great cow line. Beef and milk wrapped up in a neat package. Polled,
great temperament

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 75

VENDOR: Springside

Springside Quyen (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

PTRPQ039
23/11/2019
Valley Creek James (PP)
Springside Margritte (P)

COMMENTS
A young polled bull with great growth and length. His dam is an
exceptional milking cow that will add longevity to his prodigy.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 76

VENDOR: Springside

Springside Qayine (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

PTRPQ047
21/09/2019
Springside Manager (PP)
Springside Kayge (P)

COMMENTS
Displays great qualities which are needed in the beef industry. A
sound bull in legs and feet, polled, double goggled, good muscling
and temperament.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 77

VENDOR: Springside

Springside Qadirin (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

PTRPQ219
4/12/2019
Valley Creek James (PP)
Springside Kindy (P)

COMMENTS
A thick deep sided polled bull. Double goggled, great temperament,
tremendous carcass and softness.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 78

VENDOR: Springside

Springside Qazvin (P)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

PTRPQ049
4/12/2019
Springside Manager (PP)
Springside Koria (P)

COMMENTS
Soft muscled bull, sound in all aspects. Polled and double goggled.
An asset to any breeding herd.

BUYER:											PRICE $

VENDOR PROFILE: Bonnydale Qld Black Simmentals
Jake and Emma
0418 649 666
springvale2@bigpond.com
96 Lamperds Road, Memerambi, QLD 4610
Founded by brothers Mike and Rob Introvigne and their wives Julie and Diane the Bonnydale Black Simmental Stud began in Western
Australia in 2005. 2016 saw Jake Berghofer and Emma Patterson expand the operation into Queensland with Bonnydale now running a
combined herd of nearly 600 Black Simmentals and 1000 available recips across two states.
Bonnydale has a partnership with a United States based stud operation and Bonnydale truly is a National Black Simmental Brand. With
annual sales on property in Bridgetown WA, at the Roma Saleyards and CQLX Gracemere (QLD) with paddock bulls available all year
round Bonnydale Black Simmentals are easily accessible.
Bonnydale has a large pool of genetics working in varied climatic conditions (over 600 Black Simmentals entered on both Australian and
the United States breed registers) and 1000 available recips across Western Australia and Queensland. This means that the selected 160
bulls Bonnydale offers to market each year are of extremely high quality. These same bulls align with a breeding program geared towards
calving ease, efficiency in growth, early maturity and a distinct end product value.
Bonnydale animals are matched with whole herd performance measurement (utilising Breedplan), genomic testing, DNA verified pedigrees
and genomic enhanced EPDs. All calves are weighed at birth and calving ease recorded. Weaning weights are recorded at 200 days
(docility is also scored) with weights measured again at 400 days. Bulls are also scanned for eye muscle area, rib and rump fat and
intramuscular fat (IMF- “marbling”). All bulls have scrotal measurement taken to measure female age of maturity with cow weight and hip
height measurement recorded to provide data relative to female production efficiency.

LOT 79

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Q Big Timber Q169 (P)(AI)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

BQD2Q069
11/09/2019
Koch Big Timber 685D (PP) (B)
Bonnydale Lil Dessi N62 (P) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Homozygous black and polled, sleek coated with excellent mobility
and temperament. A versatile bull with good calving ease plus
growth.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 80

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Q Big Timber Q53 (P)(ET)(AI)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

BQD2Q053
5/09/2019
Koch Big Timber 685D (PP) (B)
Bonnydale Goldie L75 (P) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Strong growth and carcase performance with docility. Will add
meat where it counts. Easy to handle, easy doing and suitable in
any herd including heifers. Homozygous black.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 81

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Q Maverick Q80 (P)(TW)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

BQDPQ080
20/10/2019
Savannah Maverick (PP) (ET) (AI) (B)
Lavarta Kleopatra (P) (B)

COMMENTS
Frame, depth and strong bone. A stand out from birth and a
hard one to part with. Great structure, clean sheath, docility and
excellent growth. Ready to go to work and will be an asset to
any herd.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 82

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Q Nashville Q65 (P)(AI)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

BQDPQ065
8/09/2019
Bonnydale Nashville N70 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Josie N144 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Deep sided and dark coated with an exceptional pedigree
combination. A well put together bull with moderate birth weight
and solid growth plus homozygous black and polled.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 83

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Q Nevada Q61 (P)(AI)(TW)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

BQDPQ061
6/09/2019
Bonnydale Nevada N160 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Dessy M80 (P) (B)

COMMENTS
A twin calf from one of the power cows of the Bonnydale herd. A
quality solid bull that ticks a lot of boxes.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 84

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Q Big Timber Q64 (P)(AI)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

BQD2Q064
20/09/2019
Koch Big Timber 685D (PP) (B)
Bonnydale Gypsy N136 (P) (B)

COMMENTS
An impressive bull calf from a maiden heifer. Good muscle and
body depth with additional calving ease. Suitable for heifers yet
retaining quality and style.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 85

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Q Nashville Q71 (P)(AI)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

BQDPQ071
8/10/2019
Bonnydale Nashville N70 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Georgia M16 (P) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Bred from a tremendous cow line with excellent phenotype and
performance data. Thickset and slick plus homozygous black and
homozygous polled.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 86

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Nevada R245 (P)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

MBBPR245
25/03/2020
Bonnydale Nevada N160 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Glendive K188 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Youngest bull of the Bonnydale draft at 16 months. Soft and easy
doing young bull with good length and depth makes him a stand
out. Homozygous black. Augustus and Tanker in his pedigree and
good stats for growth.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 87

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Augustus R100 (P)(AI)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

MBBPR100
19/01/2020
RCR Augustus R54 (P) (B)
Bonnydale Camille P69 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
A solid all purpose bull.. Homozygous black and one of the heavier
calves in his group. Augustus in his pedigree brings frame and
length while the dam bring stayability and docility.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 88

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Prime Cut R212 (P)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

MBBPR212
27/02/2020
Bonnydale Prime Cut (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Georgia H238 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Stout built Prime Cut son showing good early growth for 17 months.
Homozygous black and will add value to any herd including over
heifers.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 89

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Nukara R126 (P)(AI)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

MBBPR126
23/01/2020
Bonnydale Nukara (P) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Goldie N31 (P) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
An easy doing bull with length and thickness and a great set of
figures to match. Has a pedigree stacked with quality. Homozygous
black.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 90

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Nevada R197 (P)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

MBBPR197
14/02/2020
Bonnydale Nevada N160 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Lil Dessi H227 (P) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Good muscling pattern, softness and good to handle. Homozygous
black. Solid EPDs for all purpose and terminal indexes.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 91

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Bullet R162 (P)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

MBBPR162
5/02/2020
Bonnydale Bullet Proof P231 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Gateway N147 (P) (B)

COMMENTS
Consistent growth and good EMA is what this bull will bring to
your herd. Showing good length for 17months. Heterozygous
black. Ready to work.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 92

VENDOR: Bonnydale

Bonnydale Lincoln R79 (P)(AI)(TW)(B)
ID
DOB
SIRE
DAM

MBBPR079
18/01/2020
Bonnydale Augustus L84 (P) (AI) (B)
Bonnydale Goldie L75 (P) (AI) (B)

COMMENTS
Above average growth bull with good figures for 200,400 & 600
day weights. Ticks the boxes for carcase weight and meat yield.

BUYER:											PRICE $

LOT 4
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